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Abstract 

Based on neuroimaging data, the insula is considered important for people to empathize with 

the pain of others, whether that pain is perceived through facial expressions or the sight of 

limbs in painful situations. Here we present the first report of intracortical 

electroencephalographic (iEEG) recordings from the insulae collected while 7 presurgical 

epilepsy patients rated the intensity of a woman’s painful experiences viewed in movies. In 

two separate conditions, pain was deduced from seeing facial expressions or a hand being 

slapped by a belt. We found that broadband activity in the 20-190 Hz range correlated with 

the trial-by-trial perceived intensity in the insula for both types of stimuli. Using microwires 

at the tip of a selection of the electrodes, we additionally isolated 8 insular neurons with 

spiking that correlated with perceived intensity. Within the insula, we found a patchwork of 

locations with differing selectivities within our stimulus set, some representing intensity only 

for facial expressions, others only for the hand being hit, and others for both. That we found 

some locations with intensity coding only for faces, and others only for hand across 

simultaneously recorded locations suggests that insular activity while witnessing the pain of 

others cannot be entirely reduced to a univariate salience representation. Psychophysics and 

the temporal properties of our signals indicate that the timing of responses encoding intensity 

for the sight of the hand being hit are best explained by kinematic information; the timing of 

those encoding intensity for the facial expressions are best explained by shape information in 

the face. In particular, the furrowing of the eyebrows and the narrowing of the eyes of the 

protagonist in the movies suffice to predict both the rating of and the timing of the neuronal 

response to the facial expressions. Comparing the broadband activity in the iEEG signal with 

spiking activity and an fMRI experiment with similar stimuli revealed a consistent spatial 

organization for the representation of intensity from our hand stimuli, with stronger intensity 

representation more anteriorly and around neurons with intensity coding. In contrast, for the 

facial expressions, we found that the activity at the three levels of measurement do not 

coincide, suggesting a more disorganized representation. Together, our intracortical 

recordings indicate that the insula encodes, in a partially intermixed layout, both static and 

dynamic cues from different body parts that reflect the intensity of pain experienced by 

others. 
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Introduction  

Sharing the distress of others is central to empathy. fMRI shows a number of brain regions 

involved in the experience of pain also increase their activity while participants perceive the 

pain of others, including the cingulate cortex, the insula, and the somatosensory cortices.1–4 

Across humans, primates, and rodents, lesions in these regions impair the perception and the 

sharing of others’ emotions.5 Directly recording electrical signals from these regions in 

humans would complement the more indirect fMRI measurements and sharpen our 

understanding of how these regions represent the intensity of other people’s pain. 

For the anterior cingulate we have intracortical recordings: Hutchison et al.6 documented a 

single neuron in epileptic patients that responded to the sight of a finger being pin-pricked 

with increased firing rate, and a recent rodent study revealed that cingulate neurons 

responding to pain experience have responses that increase with the intensity of the pain 

experienced by another rat.7 In contrast, although the insula is central in the neuroimaging 

literature on empathy and shows increases of BOLD signal for watching painful compared to 

non-painful social stimuli,1,3,4,8–11 we still lack such intracortical recordings while individuals 

witness the pain of others. Intracortical EEG (iEEG) has been recorded in the insula during 

the self-experience of pain,12 and the insula and adjacent SII are the only cortical regions 

where iEEG electrode stimulation can induce painful sensations,13,14 but to our knowledge 

there are no published studies recording from insular electrodes while patients witness the 

pain of others. 

To characterize the insula’s electrophysiological responses to the pain of others, we recorded 

iEEG in 7 epileptic patients during presurgical exploration, while participants rated the pain 

they perceived another person in a video to experience. All these patients had macro-contacts 

in their insulae that yielded local field potentials (LFP, Fig. 1b). Three, additionally, had 

micro-wires at the tip of some electrodes to record from isolated insular neurons. Based on 

fMRI studies showing increased activity in the insula for more painful stimuli, we expected 

increases in power in higher LFP frequencies and spike counts for more intense stimuli, and 

used one-tailed testing unless specified otherwise. Our stimuli included two ways in which 

pain is perceived in others (Fig. 1a). Half the stimuli (Face videos) showed a female receiving 

electroshocks on the hand and expressing pain through facial expressions (furrowing 

eyebrows and tightening eyes). The other half (Hand videos) showed the protagonist’s hand 

slapped by a leather belt, and pain intensity had to be deduced from the movements of the 

belt and the hand. In both cases, movies, rather than static images, were chosen to provide 

richer and more ecological stimuli and to provide information about the temporal dynamics 

with which such movies are represented in a field still dominated by the presentation of static 

images.15,16 We used these two classes of stimuli, because both tap into the visual perception 

of other people’s pain, and we start to understand that they do so through dissociable routes.2–

4 For instance, the hand stimuli depend on the hand region of the somatosensory cortex,17 

while facial expressions depend on the ventral somatosensory cortex and the insula.18–20 
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Figure 1 Experimental design and recording site locations.  (a) Single trial structure diagram. For the Face 

videos, the first second of each movie showed a neutral facial expression, the second, the facial reaction to the 

shock. For the Hand videos, the movie started with the belt resting on the hand. The first second showed the belt 

lifting and coming down again, to hit the hand at the 1 s mark exactly. The hand then reacted to the force of the 

belt. Both the slap and the shock delivery happened in the middle of the movies, splitting them into a 1 s neutral 
and a 1 s pain period. After the presentation of each video, patients expressed their choice at their pace using the 

keyboard keys f, g, j, k for pain intensities 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, respectively. ITI started with participant’s 

response.  (b) Position (i.e. midpoint between two adjacent electrodes) of the 85 bipolar recording sites shown 

as dots and of the microwire locations shown as plusses, color coded by patient. Data from the two hemispheres 

and all latero-medial coordinates are projected here onto a single sagittal slice of the insula taken at X=38 from 

the brain of one of the patients. For a list of all MNI coordinates, see Supplementary Table 2. 

 

Materials and methods  

Patients and electrodes  

Depth electrode recordings were collected from nine epileptic volunteers, admitted at the 

Amsterdam UMC to localize seizure origin. Patients received initial study information from 

the neurosurgeon and provided informed consent to the experimenter before the surgery 

occurred. Our single session experiment started on average 4 days after surgery (std=1.89 

days). Two patients were excluded from the analyses due to poor behavioral performance 

(Supplementary Note 1), and seven were included (4 females, 34.3±9 years). The study was 

approved by the medical ethical committee of the Vrije University Medical Center (protocol 

2016/037) and each patient signed a written informed consent according to the Declaration of 

Helsinki. There was no indication of epileptic onset in electrode locations used in our 

analyses (Supplementary Note 2). Patients were implanted with Behnke-Fried depth 

electrodes21 (Ad-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation) targeted at the right or left, anterior 

or posterior insula. 

Video pain rating task 

The 2 s videos were generated as in Gallo et al.17 and showed a Caucasian female receiving 

either electrical shocks to the hand (reaction conveyed by the facial expression only; Face 

condition) or a slap with a belt to the hand (reaction conveyed by the hand only; Hand 

condition). Hence the location of the noxious stimulation was maintained across conditions 

(dorsum of the left hand), but the cues through which participants could deduce the 

painfulness differed. All videos started with 1 s of baseline: neutral facial expression for Face 

and static hand for Hand stimuli. Movies were cut, so that evidence of pain started at 1 s (Fig. 

1a). Before the experiment, participants were instructed to rate pain intensity (“How much 

pain do you think the person felt?”) on a scale from 0 (no pain at all) to 10 (the worst 

imaginable pain). They were informed that during video recording stimulations in the 9-10 
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range were never used. Participants had to rate pain intensity after each video at their own 

pace, using 4 keyboards-keys (Fig. 1a). Only the relevant keys were presented on the screen, 

intensities were not indicated. Patients watched each of the 60 videos (30 Hand, 30 Face) 

twice in fully randomized fashion with a random interval of 1.5±0.5 s. 

Preprocessing of LFP signals 

To reduce artefacts and extract local signals, iEEG macro-contact recordings were digitally 

re-referenced in a bipolar layout (Supplementary Fig. 2). This generated 85 bipolar 

recordings from 102 contacts in the insula, with patients having between 5 and 19 bipolar 

channels (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Table 2). Re-referencing attenuated 50 Hz noise 

sufficiently to omit digital filters that distort data. Continuous recordings were separated into 

trials of 4 s: 1 s pre-movie baseline, 2 s video, and 1 s post-movie. Trials were visually 

checked for ground failure and amplitude saturation (none was detected), downsampled to 

400 Hz, and detrended. 

Time-frequency decomposition of LFP signals 

A sliding window Hanning taper based approach was used for each trial with the following 

parameters: frequencies from 1 to 200 Hz in steps of 1 Hz; time points from -1 s (relative to 

movie onset) to 3 s in steps of 0.0025 s; and for each frequency, a single sliding Hanning 

taper window with the duration of 8 cycles (maximum=1 s; minimum=0.1 s). Trials were 

expressed as % power change relative to baseline (-1 s to 0 s) separately for each frequency: 

y(t)=100*(P(t)-P0)/P0, with P0=average of baseline. Points with y(t) ±10 standard deviations 

from the mean of the other trials were excluded to not reject entire trials, but only outlier 

time-frequency points in some trials (rejections were rare, mean rejected time-frequency 

points=0.0032±0.0035%). 

General statistical approach and intensity coding 

Our core question is how the insula codes perceived intensity. Supplementary Note 4 

describes our statistical approach in detail. Briefly, we consider a bipolar channel to show 

intensity coding, if its trial-by-trial power variations correlate positively with the variation in 

pain intensity reported by the patient. We always recoded the 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 rating options 

as 1, 2, 3, 4. For each bipolar recording, we then calculated the Spearman’s rank correlations 

(due to the ordinal nature of intensity ratings) between the patient’s intensity rating and 

power estimate over all trials for each time-frequency intersection separately, or within a 

certain power-band. A one-sample t-test was used to test whether the average correlation over 

the 85 bipolar recordings differed from 0. Where Shapiro-Wilk tests suggest deviations from 

normality, non-parametric t-tests were used as indicated by W (Wilcoxon signed rank) or U 

(Mann-Whitney U). Additionally, where evidence for the absence of an effect is relevant, we 

provide Bayes Factors that quantify the relative evidence for H1 and H0 (BF10), or for a one-

tailed H+ vs H0 (BF+0), and use BF<⅓ as the critical bound for evidence of absence as detailed 

in Keysers et al.22 

Spike sorting and selection of responsive neurons in microwires 

Three patients had microwires (Behnke-Fried electrodes,21 Ad-Tech Medical)  in the insula 

protruding from the electrode tip (Fig. 1b ‘+’). Spikes were detected and sorted using 

Wave_Clus2.23 In short, raw data was filtered between 300-3000 Hz. As per default settings, 

spike waveforms were extracted from 0.625 ms before to 1.375 ms after the signal exceeded 

a 5*noise threshold, where noise was the unbiased estimate of the median absolute deviation. 

The waveforms were sorted and clustered by Wave_Clus2 automatically and were then 
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manually checked by author RB. Clusters were excluded if more than 2% of spikes were 

observed within an inter-spike interval of 2 ms or if firing rate was less than 1 Hz. To identify 

cells that responded to our stimuli, we used a Wilcoxon signed rank test comparing spike 

counts during baseline (-1 s to 0 s) against that during the pain period (1 to 2 s) for Hand and 

Face trials together. Only cells that showed a response to the stimuli (p1<0.05), irrespective of 

pain intensity, were considered for further analysis. 

Intensity coding in spiking activity 

Similar to LFP analyses, a cell was said to show intensity coding, if spike counts correlated 

positively with reported intensity. Because JASP includes Bayesian statistics using Kendall’s 

Tau, but not Spearman’s r, we used the former to quantify evidence for or against intensity 

coding. 

Broadband power analyses in microwires 

To explore whether intensity coding in cells and the broadband power (BBP, 20-190 Hz, Fig. 

2b) from the same microwire were related, for the 10 microwires that yielded responsive 

neurons (whether these neurons showed intensity coding or not) we quantified the association 

between BBP averaged over the pain period (1-2 s) and intensity ratings (1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8) 

using rank correlation coefficients separately for face and hand videos (again using Kendall’s 

Tau to provide BF+0 estimates). All 8 microwires protruding from the same electrode were 

first re-referenced to the microwire with the least spiking and lowest artefacts, yielding seven 

microwire recordings for each of the 4 electrode tips with wires in the insula. Data were 

filtered to remove 50 Hz noise and harmonics at 100 and 150 Hz. Subsequently, they were 

separated into trials of 4 s (-1 s to 3 s relative to video onset), down-sampled to 400 Hz, and 

visually checked for artifacts. The time-frequency decomposition of power followed the same 

procedure as for the macro-contact recordings. Finally, intensity coding at the level of spikes 

(rK(spikes,rating)) and BBP (rK(BBP,rating)) from the same wire were compared using a 

Kendall’s Tau coefficient. 

fMRI experiment 

Twenty-five healthy volunteers performed a task similar to that used in the iEEG recordings 

while brain activity was measured using fMRI at 3T as detailed in Supplementary Note 10. 

Data availability 

The data presented in this work are available upon request. 

 

Results 

Comparing the ratings of the seven patients that were included in our final analysis with those 

of an age- and gender-matched control group revealed that the ratings of the patients were in 

the normal range (Supplementary Note 1). 
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iEEG activity in the insula correlates with the perceived intensity 

of the pain of others 

 

Figure 2 Intensity coding in the local field potentials from macro-contacts in the insula. (a) For each 
frequency and time relative to stimulus onset, the average rS-value over all insular bipolar recordings between 

iEEG power and rating for Face and Hand trials together. (b) The same as (a), but cluster corrected for multiple 

comparison as described in Supplementary Note 5.1.45 BBP: Broad-Band Power, the cluster of significant 

positive intensity coding frequencies (i.e. rS>0, 20-190 Hz) used throughout the paper. (c) Mean±sem time 

course of intensity coding in BBP over the 85 recordings when Face and Hand trials are combined. Above the x-

axis, orange bars show periods of significant intensity coding after circular shift correction as defined in 

Supplementary Note 5.1 during the pain period, the brief black bar indicates negative correlation significance 

during the neutral period. Below the x-axis, the black block marks the neutral and the warm block the pain 

period. (d) The t-value of a t-test comparing the intensity coding of all 85 bipolar recordings combining Hand 

and Face trials within the pain period (1–2 s post-stimulus onset) in the insula against zero (red) was higher than 

the distribution of corresponding t-values obtained when performing the same test using 85 bipolar recordings 

randomly selected 100,000 times from the macro-contacts of our 7 patients anywhere in the brain 
(Supplementary Note 5.4). (e) Mean±sem % BBP changes relative to baseline as a function of reported intensity 

separately for the neutral (black) and pain (yellow-red) period when combining Hand and Face trials. BF10 

values: Bayes-factor quantifying evidence for H1 relative to H0 from a non-parametric t-test comparing BBP 

power during the pain period against that during the neutral period. ***: p<0.001 relative to the preceding 

reported intensity. See Supplementary Note 5.3 for ANOVA details. (f) Time course of intensity coding in BBP 

for Hands and Faces separately. rS>0 indicated with green bars for Hands and purple for Faces. Black bars 

indicate rS_Hand>rS_Face. The early and late periods that result for Hands and Faces, respectively, will be used 

throughout the paper. (g) Mean±sem BBP as a function of rating for Hands and Faces in the early and late 

periods. Green ***: p<0.001 relative to the preceding intensity for the Hand. Black *: p<0.001 main effect of 

rating (i.e. combining Hand and Face) similar to panel (e). Purple BF10: evidence for a lack of difference across 

ratings for the Hand. Black BF10: lack of difference between rating 1-2 and 3-4 with Hand and Face combined. 

 

Plotting the power over the bipolar electrodes as a function of perceived intensity, 

irrespectively of whether Hand or Face movies were shown (Supplementary Fig. 3a-d) 

suggests an increase in power for the highest ratings. Correlating power with reported 

intensity and applying cluster corrections (Supplementary Note 5.1) revealed a cluster of 

positive correlations ranging from 20-190 Hz and 1.12-1.62 s (p1<0.001; p1=one-tailed p 

value); one at very low frequencies (1-6 Hz, 0.02-2.055 s; p1<0.001), and a small cluster of 

negative correlations (13-17 Hz, 1.295-1.83 s; p1=0.004; not further discussed, Fig. 2a-b). 

Intensity coding was apparent in all traditional frequency ranges, except alpha 
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(Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3f-g) and, as expected, was significant 

during the pain period. With no obvious differences among frequency bands above alpha, we 

henceforth used the frequency band 20-190 Hz for all analyses and refer to it as broadband 

power (BBP). We concentrate on BBP rather than oscillatory signals in lower frequencies 

because BBP is more closely linked to neural spiking,24–26 and cannot be explored in non-

invasive EEG recordings. The temporal profile of the BBP-rating association revealed two 

periods with significant positive correlations: 1.1375–1.54 s and 1.7375–1.9575 s (Fig. 2c). 

Averaging BBP power over the entire pain period revealed that, out of 85 macro contacts, 27 

(32%) showed a significant positive correlation (assessed as p1<0.05, Supplementary Fig. 3k) 

between perceived intensity and BBP (all rS[118]>0.156, p1<0.045), which was extremely 

unlikely to occur by chance (Binomial p1=5x10-15, BF+0=3x1012). Also, randomly picking 85 

electrodes anywhere in the brain yielded BBP-rating associations that were significantly 

lower than those we find in the insula (p1=4x10-5, Fig. 2d and Supplementary Note 5.4), 

confirming that the BBP in the insula has enriched intensity coding. The effect of reported 

intensity depends mainly on BBP power increases for the two highest intensity ratings (Fig. 

2e and Supplementary Fig. 3a-e). 

Intensity coding arises earlier for the Hand than Face stimuli 

To investigate how intensity coding depends on the stimulus, we then separated Face and 

Hand trials. The time-frequency analysis revealed regions of broadband intensity coding 

earlier for Hand than Face, as reflected in a direct comparison (Fig. 2g, and Supplementary 

Note 5.5). Focusing on the BBP frequency range identified independently of stimulus type, 

significant intensity coding for the Hand from 1.0075 to 1.4375 s (hereafter 'early period') 

and for the Face from 1.75 to 1.8625 s and from 1.905 to 1.975 s, which jointly (1.75-1.975 s) 

will be called 'late period' (Fig. 2h). The insula thus reflects in broadband activity the 

perceived intensity with differential time courses for hand and face videos in the current 

study. 

To explore the shape of the BBP-rating relation, we averaged BBP over time for the early and 

the late periods for each pain rating separately (Fig. 2i). For the early period, a stimulus 

(Hand, Face) x rating repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant interaction 

(Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected F[2.183,102.621]=13.55, p=3x10-6, BFincl=2x106). Planned 

comparisons provided evidence that BBP for Faces in the early period was similar for 

consecutively increasing painfulness level pairs (all t[47]<0.252, p2>0.802, BF10<0.163), 

whereas, there was an orderly increase in broadband power for increasing pain ratings for 

Hands from 3-4 onwards (3-4 vs 5-6: t[47]= 5.97, p2=3x10-7, BF10= 51110; 5-6 vs 7-8: W= 

188, p2=2x10-5, BF10= 764.63). However, BBP for ratings of 1-2 was unexpectedly higher 

compared to the ratings of 3-4 (W=1014, p2=3x10-6, BF10= 847.14). A similar ANOVA for 

the late period, revealed evidence for the absence of an interaction (F[3,141]=0.55, p2=0.650, 

BFincl=0.034). There was only a significant main effect of rating (F[3,141]=16.54, p=3x10-9, 

BFincl=2x107), indicating that BBP in the late period of the Hand and Face videos together 

was the same for ratings 1-2 and 3-4 (W= 597, p2=0.931, BF10= 0.163), but thereafter showed 

significant increases with each consecutive increase in pain ratings (3-4 vs 5-6: t[47]= 3.46, 

p2=0.001, BF10= 25.147; 5-6 vs 7-8: t[47]= 2.90, p2= 0.006, BF10= 6.292). Taken together, 

these analyses indicate BBP in the insula reflects perceived intensity only for the Hand 

stimuli in the early, and for both stimulus types in the late window. 
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Motion information relates to Hand responses and Shape 

information to Face responses 

Figure 3 Temporal dynamics of pain perception. 

(a) Mean±sem of Spearman correlation between 

each participant in the frame rating task and the 

average ratings of the other participants in the video 

rating task (rS(frame,average_video), green and 

purple) compared against that between the 

participants rating of the video and the average rating 

of the other participants in the video rating task 

(r(video,average_video), gray) for Hands and Faces. 
Black statistics above the bars compare the 

respective frame and video rating, the colored 

statistics compare the frame rating against zero. The 

black statistic under the bars compare the frame 

rating across Hand and Face. See Supplementary 

Notes 6.1 for additional methods and analyses. (b) 

The average activation of the Action Units (AU) 4 

and 7 was used to estimate the intensity of the shape 

information in Faces. Mean±sem shape estimation as 

a function of time for Face videos rated as 1-2, 3-4, 

5-6, 7-8. Purple bars indicate the period with 
significant BBP-rating correlations for Faces, as seen 

in Fig. 2f. (c) The same as (b), but for motion 

information in Face videos. (d) The same as (c), but 

for motion information in Hand videos. Green bar 

shows the period with significant BBP-rating 

correlations for Hands, as in Fig. 2f. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To shed light onto the contribution of kinematic and shape information in the stimuli to the 

intensity coding in the insula and the differences in response timing for Hand and Face 

videos, we subjected our stimuli to more detailed, time-resolved analyses (Supplementary 

Note 6). Regarding shape information, psychophysics on a subset of 40 participants from our 

original online video rating revealed that they can recognize the pain intensity of Face stimuli 

from static frames taken at key moments in the stimuli with accuracy even better than that for 

the entire video (W=193, p2=0.003, BF10=31.293, Fig. 3a). The accuracy for the Hand instead 

dropped significantly (t[38]=11.959, p2=2x10-14, BF10=4x1011). This suggests that static 

shape information could suffice to explain ratings for Face, but not Hand stimuli. Using the 

automated face analysis software FaceReader to extract the two most reliable shape features 

of painful facial expressions (facial Action Units AU4 and AU7)27, we find that how lowered 

the eye brows (AU4) and how tightened the eye lids are (AU7) in key frames suffices to 

predict participants’ perceptions of the pain intensity in Face stimuli with rp=0.95 accuracy 
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(Supplementary Note 6.2), and we thus use the average time-course of these two AUs to track 

shape information in our Face stimuli (Supplementary Fig. 5a). Figure 3b shows shape 

information increases towards the end of the movies with rating intensity. Comparing the 

timing of intensity coding for the Face in the insula BBP (purple bar in Fig. 2f and 3b) with 

the timing of the shape information for the Face (separation between the curves in Fig. 3b) 

shows a nice correspondence, with both highest late in the movie. Regarding kinematics, we 

calculated the changes in pixel values across consecutive frames to track the timing of motion 

(Fig. 3c,d), and this information could also predict the rating of our patients with high 

accuracy for both stimulus types (Supplementary Fig. 5c). Comparing the timing of intensity 

coding in the insula with that of motion information provides contrasting results for the Face 

and Hand stimuli. While for the Hand, neural intensity coding (green bar in Fig. 3d) and 

motion information are both strong early in the pain epoch, for the Face, neural intensity 

coding (Fig. 3c purple bar) maximizes when motion information has already declined. This 

suggests that shape information could dominate Face intensity coding, while motion 

information could dominate Hand intensity coding. A more quantitative approach that 

estimates how much motion and shape information predict our patients’ ratings on a frame-

by-frame basis and how the neural intensity coding lags behind this information 

(Supplementary Note 6 and Supplementary Fig. 5g) confirms this analysis, and provides 

some estimates of the latency with which the insula responds to these sources of information: 

for Face stimuli, the insula response lags behind the shape information by 40-320 ms, while 

for the Hand stimuli, the insula response lags behind the motion information by 0-80 ms. 
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The insula contains a surprising number of stimulus-specific 

intensity coding locations 

 

Figure 4. Relation between hand and face intensity coding in the insula. (a) Topographical maps of BBP-

rating correlation coefficients for Hands and Faces in the early and late periods. Each circle is one of the 

recording sites (as in Fig. 1b), with filled circles indicating locations with significant correlation coefficients 
(p1<0.05). (b) Classification of recording locations based on their Hand (early period) and Face (late period) 

intensity coding. Bipolar recordings in the gray zone (n=5) significantly co-represent intensity for Hands and 

Faces (both p1<0.05, i.e. beyond dashed line). Recordings in the purple (n=6) and in the green (n=10) zone 

represent intensity coding selective for Faces or Hands, respectively, i.e. one p1<0.05 and one BF+0<⅓. (c) 

Location of all 85 bipolar recordings color-coded by selectivity as described in (b). Note that locations Hand and 

Face without further specification are those with rS values for the other stimulus type falling between the dashed 

and dotted line, that provides inconclusive evidence, and thus show neither significant dual coding, nor evidence 

of absence. Open circles represent all locations with p1>0.05 for both Hand and Face. (d) Correlation 

coefficients for Hands and Faces separated by coding characteristics in (b) for all patients together and for an 

exemplary patient. pbino refers to the likelihood to find the observed number of locations in that quadrant using a 

binomial distribution as explained in Supplementary Note 7. (e) The left two panels depict the average pearson 

correlation coefficients, together with corresponding resampling null distributions, as a measure of the accuracy 
of decoding intensity ratings using the partial least square regression (PLSR) beta coefficients of BBP in the 

early period for Hands and in the late period for Faces as described in Supplementary Note 8. The right panels 
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are similar to left panels, but show the accuracies of cross-decoding, predicting Hand ratings from the Face BBP 

and vice versa. The dotted lines indicate 95th  percentiles of the resampling null distributions. 

 

We next focused on how individual recording sites reflected perceived intensity. In the early 

period, for Hand videos, 21/85 (25%) showed significant intensity coding (rating-BBP 

correlations, all rS[58]>0.219, p1<0.046), which was above chance (Binomial, 21/85 at 

ɑ=0.05, p1=9x10-10, BF+0=2x107). In contrast, for the Face, only 3/85 showed intensity coding 

(4%), which is expected by chance (Binomial p1=0.804, BF+0=0.025). During the late period, 

above chance numbers of recordings showed intensity coding for Hand (14/85, 17%, 

p1=8x10-5, BF+0=201.41), and the same was true for Face videos (15/85, 18%, Binomial 

p1=2x10-5, BF+0=808.49; Fig. 4a). 

If the insula simply represents salience, one might expect a tight association between 

intensity coding for the Hand and Face, and an above chance number of locations showing 

intensity coding for Face and Hand. In contrast, if the insula also represents more specific 

information, we would expect above-chance numbers of locations with intensity coding for 

the Face, but not the Hand and vice versa. Statistically, we inferred the presence of intensity 

coding based on rS>0, p1<0.05, like elsewhere in the manuscript, and its absence using 

Bayesian statistics,22 with BF+0<⅓. Plotting each bipolar recording’s rS values on an x-y plot, 

with x representing rS for the Hand and y for the Face, with dashed and dotted lines at critical 

rS values corresponding to p1<0.05 and BF+0<⅓, we defined 9 quadrants, three of which are 

of conceptual importance (Fig. 4b): those of locations with dual intensity coding (i.e. p1<0.05 

for Face and Hand), those with Face-selective intensity coding (i.e. Face p1<0.05, but Hand 

BF+0<⅓) and those for Hand-selective intensity coding (i.e. Hand p1<0.05 but Face BF+0<⅓). 

We then used binomial tests to compare the proportion of locations falling in these three 

quadrants against chance, and found that all three quadrants contain more locations than 

expected by chance (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Note 7 for details of the statistics and why 

for BF+0<⅓, false negative p≈0.05)22,28. Indeed, even within a single patient, amongst 

simultaneously recorded channels, we find above chance numbers of Face and Hand-selective 

channels (Fig. 4d). Also, calculating the association between intensity coding across Hand 

and Face through a simple correlation of the respective r values confirms the presence of a 

significant but weak and barely worth mentioning (in a Bayesian sense) association 

(rK=0.131, p1=0.038, BF+0=1.27). Together, this shows the insula is a patchwork, with some 

locations representing the Hand but not the Face, others the Face but not the Hand, and a 

small number finally representing both in terms of intensity coding. The spatial distribution 

of these locations is shown in Fig. 4c. 

In addition, we used a multivariate partial least square regression (PLSR) approach to assess 

how well the pattern of BBP across the insula can predict participants’ pain ratings 

(Supplementary Note 8). BBP across the 85 sites in the early period for Hand videos can be 

used to predict the patients’ average rating of the stimulus with reasonably high accuracy 

(rP=0.575, p1=9x10-4), and BBP in the late period for Face videos with almost significant 

accuracy (rP=0.331, p1=0.058, Fig. 5e). To test if intensity was encoded similarly for the two 

stimulus types, we repeated the analyses training the PLSR on one stimulus type and testing it 

on the other. We found above-chance cross-decoding in both cases (Fig. 4e). However, when 

the 5 contacts that significantly co-represented pain intensity for both hand and face videos 

(the black dots in Figure 4c) were excluded from the analyses, the cross-decoding accuracy 

fell to insignificant levels (Hand->Face: rP=0.175, p1=0.153; Face->Hand: rP=0.185, 

p1=0.149). These findings corroborate the above results, indicating that perceived pain 

intensity is reflected in the insula as a mixture of hand-specific, face-specific, and hand-face 

common representations. 
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Hand intensity coding increases anteriorly as in a similar fMRI 

task 

 

Figure 5. Relationship between BBP and BOLD activity and intensity coding. (a) Correlation (rK) between 

MNI coordinates and BBP intensity coding, separately for Hand (green) and Face (purple). Bold numbers mark 

evidence for (BF10>3) or against (BF10<⅓) a correlation. Statistical values were obtained by 

correlating  separately the x, y or z coordinate of each bipolar recording with the rS(BBP,rating) of each 

recording over all 85 recordings using JASP. Tau refers to Kendall’s Tau, p2 and BF10 the two-tailed probability 

and BF based on H0:Tau=0. (b) Results of the regression analysis between resting state connectivity and 

intensity coding for the 85 bipolar recording coordinates for the Hand. Warm colors indicate significant positive, 

and cold, negative regression values. (c) Predictive performance of a PLSR trained to predict ratings based on 

the pattern of BOLD activity across all voxels in the insula for different ratings. A leave-one-out cross-
validation was used, and each circle represents the rK between the predicted and actual rating for each left out 

participant, and the p1 and BF+0 values then test these n=23 correlation values against zero using a non-

parametric association test (Kendall’s Tau). Results are shown as mean±sem separately for Hand and Face trials, 

and using 2 or 3 components. See Supplementary Note 10.5 for details. (d) Topography of intensity coding for 

the Hand (left) and Face (right), as assessed at the group level, by the parametric modulator capturing changes in 

BOLD activity that correlate with trial-by-trial differences in participant’s rating. t-values testing the parametric 

modulator >0 at the group level are shown as a function of y and z coordinate in the insula mask. For each 

coordinate, the maximum value across all x-coordinates within the two insulae is indicated. (e) Relation (rP 

because of normality) between the t-value of the parametric modulator for the rating in the fMRI bold data (x-

axis) and the BBP intensity coding (computed in the early period for the Hand, green, and late period for the 

Face, purple) in the iEEG signal (y-axis) for each of the 85 contact locations. Note that for the fMRI signal, the 
value is taken from the voxel closest to the MNI coordinates of the corresponding contact in the iEEG signal. 

 

To examine the spatial distribution of intensity coding, we examined the relationship between 

MNI coordinates of the bipolar recordings and intensity coding (i.e. rS(BBP,rating), Fig. 5a). 

The only significant association was that more anterior recordings (i.e. more positive y-

coordinates) have higher Hand intensity coding. Interestingly, we found evidence against a 

right-left difference (i.e. BF10<⅓ for x-coordinates) for the Face and Hand, providing 

moderate evidence against a left-right lateralization. 

To better understand the origin of the anterior gradient for Hand intensity coding, we 

performed a regression analysis between intensity coding of the 85 insular recording 

locations (for Hand and Face separately), and resting state connectivity seeded at 

corresponding MNI locations in Neurosynth (see Supplementary Note 9). Insular locations 

with higher Hand intensity coding had higher resting state connectivity with the left anterior 
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insula and ventral prefrontal cortex (including BA44/45, OP8/9, Fp1), with the right frontal 

orbital cortex; with the bilateral cingulate (incl. BA24/33); and the right cerebellum (Crus I 

and lobules VI, VII and VIII) (pFWEC<0.001, t=3.19; Supplementary Table 3). In line with 

the lack of spatial gradients for the Face stimuli in the insula of our patients, examining 

which voxels had higher resting state connectivity with insular locations with higher Face 

intensity coding did not yield significant results (punc>0.001, t=3.19). 

Finally, to compare the spatial gradient we find using iEEG with that using fMRI, we 

leveraged existing data from an unpublished study in our lab using a similar design to 

measure brain activity using fMRI in healthy participants (Supplementary Note 10). BOLD 

activity in the insula also contained significant information about the perceived intensity for 

Hand and Face stimuli (Fig. 5c). For both the Hand and the Face stimuli, we found a gradient 

along the y axis with more anterior locations showing a stronger, and more positive 

association between BOLD activity and rating (Fig. 5d). For the Hand, across our 85 bipolar 

recordings in the patients, locations with higher BBP intensity coding in iEEG also show 

higher t-values in the BOLD signal (Fig. 5e). For the Face, we have evidence of absence for 

an association of the two measures (Fig. 5e). 
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The insula contains neurons with intensity coding for the Hand 

and/or Face 
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Figure 6. Intensity coding in single cells and corresponding local field potentials.  (a-h) Left (Face) and 

right (Hand) columns display, for each cell, the rastergrams and peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) for 8 cells 

that showed intensity coding for at least one stimulus type. For the PSTH, each curve represents the mean±sem 

of the firing rate in each bin for trials with the corresponding rating. Not all patients gave all possible ratings in 

each condition. For the rastergram, trials are sorted in order of rating, with the highest ratings upmost. The 
colorbar next to the rastergram indicates the rows corresponding to each rating. p1 and BF+0 values result from a 

one-tailed test of the Kandell’s Tau between rating and spike-count in the pain period (marked by the dashed 

lines). *= significant intensity coding (p1<0.05), t= trend (p1<0.1), X= evidence of absence for a positive 

intensity coding (BF+0<⅓). The x-axis (time) is relative to movie onset. The color bar on the leftmost side 

indicates from which patient the data is taken. Middle columns show the BBP averaged over the pain period for 

the corresponding microwire as a function of rating as a boxplot showing the variance across trials, with the box 

and whiskers representing the quartiles across trials, and the p1 and BF+0, the Kendall’s Tau test of the 

association of rating and BBP. Note that cells c and d were taken from the same microwire, and therefore have 

only one BBP graph. 

 

The insula thus displays intensity coding in a broad frequency range, including locations with 

Hand- or Face-specific intensity coding, as well as locations showing intensity coding for 

both stimulus types. To explore this representation at the level of single neurons, we analyzed 

the microwire data from the 3 patients (patients C, D, and E) that had microwires in the 

ventral anterior insula (see ‘+’ symbols in Fig. 1b for locations and Supplementary Table 2). 

Spike sorting resulted in a total of 28 candidate neurons. From these, 13 showed more spikes 

during the pain period than the pre-stimulus baseline. Amongst those, 8 show intensity 

coding for the Face and/or Hand (Fig. 6), with significant Kendall’s Tau correlations between 

perceived intensity (1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8) and spike count during the pain period (1–2 s post-

stimulus onset) for at least one stimulus type: 4/8 for the Face and 5/8 for Hand (Binomial, 

Face: p1= 0.003, BF+0=27; Hands p1=3x10-4, BF+0=282). Considering the p1-value for the 

intensity coding, two cells (a,b) showed intensity coding for both hand and face trials, 3 (c-e) 

only for hand and 3 (f-h) only for face trials. If we additionally consider the BF+0 values 

below ⅓ as evidence for the absence of coding in the other stimulus type, we find 3 Hand-

specific cells (c,d,e) and 2 Face-specific cells (g,h). Importantly, within patient D, we observe 

the co-existence of Hand-selective (c,d) and Face-selective intensity coding (g). 

To explore how spiking relates to BBP, we analysed the BBP from the 10 wires that yielded 

the 13 cells showing stimulus triggered responses. Using Kendall’s Tau correlations between 

BBP (20-190 Hz) and the patient’s intensity ratings (1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8), and comparing these 

results with the coding of the cells on the same wire reveals some relationship between the 

two. For the Hand videos, two out of three wires that yielded cells with intensity coding also 

showed significant association of ratings and BBP (Fig. 6a,c,d). Indeed, intensity coding (i.e. 

correlation between intensity rating and spiking/BBP) were significantly correlated across the 

10 microwires (rK=0.57, p1=0.012, BF+0=7.69). For the Face videos, only 1/5 wires with 

spike intensity coding cells showed significant intensity coding in the BBP, and 2/5 showed a 

trend. Across the wires, there was a trend towards an association between the intensity coding 

in the spikes and BBP (rK=0.34, p1=0.088, BF+0=1.63). 

 

Discussion 

To our knowledge, the present study provides the first detailed profile of how intracranial 

LFP and some single-units in the human insula reflect the perceived intensity of pain 

experienced by others. LFPs indicate that neural activity in the insula within a broad range of 

frequencies, including the conventional theta, beta and gamma frequency bands, scales with 

the perceived intensity of pain expressed by others. Interestingly, the insula only appeared to 

be recruited once the perceived pain level was at least moderate: activity was increased for 
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moderate (5-6) compared to mild (3-4) and for severe (7-8) compared to moderate. However, 

activity for mild pain (3-4) was not significantly increased compared to minimal pain (1-2), 

or baseline activity. This echoes a recent finding that BBP activity in the insula is selectively 

increased when heat-stimulation becomes truly painful.12 Furthermore, we isolate a small 

number of insular neurons increasing their firing with increases in the intensity of pain 

experienced by others. 

The human insula has historically been in the focus of pain neuroscience as part of the pain 

matrix recruited by first-hand experience of pain.29 In this tradition, neuroimaging evidence 

for activation of the insula while witnessing pain experienced by others has lead many to 

suggest it may represent a neural basis for empathy for pain.1,3,4,30 In contrast, the insula has 

been more recently conceptualized to represent any stimuli that are behaviorally critical for 

the organism in a given situation, challenging the historical notion that it selectively 

represents pain.31–33 In the present study, we do not intend to (and cannot) address the 

selectivity of the insula for pain over other salient stimuli, and we do not claim the neural 

responses we report are pain-specific. Instead we characterize how the insula’s iEEG activity 

encodes the intensity of other people's emotions, using pain as an important category, and use 

the agnostic terminology of ‘intensity coding’, rather than ‘pain intensity coding’ throughout 

the paper. 

An important, and somewhat related, question has been whether pain or salience cues are 

represented in a modality-specific or modality-general manner in the insula. fMRI studies 

have shown that the anterior insula is coactivated with different brain regions depending on 

whether the pain of others is conveyed via indirect cues or via the actual body part, such as 

the hand, that directly receives the noxious stimulation.1–4,17 Here, we provide 

electrophysiological measures of neural activity that speak to that issue. We focus on the 

broad-band gamma signal known to have comparatively high spatial specificity and be 

closest to neural spiking,24–26 and find a mixed organization, consisting of modality-specific 

and -general locations in a partially intermixed layout: we found locations with broadband 

activity and spiking associated with perceived intensity for the Hand, but not the Face; others 

associated with the Face, but not the Hand; and others still associated with perceived intensity 

for both. 

Leveraging our high temporal and spatial resolution, we found that locations that showed 

intensity-coding for the Hand stimuli have activity timing echoing the timing of motion cues 

with relatively short latencies <100 ms. Locations that show intensity coding for the Face 

appear to have activity echoing the timing of shape information with latencies no longer than 

320 ms. These latencies are in a range similar to that found following nociceptive 

stimulation12 or static disgusted facial expressions.34,35 Using automated software to detect 

the level of activation of the facial action units 4 and 7 (i.e. lowering eye-brows and 

tightening eye-lids), we find that this information suffices to predict participants’ rating of the 

stimuli with high accuracy, and followed the time course of the neural activity in the Face 

intensity encoding locations well enough to suggest that it provides traction on the analyses 

of dynamic pain-related facial expressions. 

An important consideration is whether this selectivity for Face or Hand stimuli could simply 

originate from some participants finding our facial stimuli more salient, and others the hand 

stimuli. That we find face and hand selectivity side-by-side in simultaneously recorded 

locations and neurons in single patients suggests that this cannot suffice to explain our data. 

On the other hand, we also found evidence that some locations and cells represent intensity 

coding for both the Hand and the Face stimuli, and overall, if we train a partial least square 

regression to predict perceived intensity from the activity pattern across all recorded 
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locations, we find that training the decoder on Hand activity pattern and testing it on Face 

activity patterns (or vice versa) leads to above chance decoding. This confirms that the 

insular representation of intensity can support stimulus independent decoding - despite our 

partial least square regression not being biased to focus on signals that do generalize well 

across stimulus types. This provides an electrophysiological basis for recent fMRI studies 

that show that stimuli depicting situations in which others’ experience of pain or not can be 

discriminated using the same pattern across hand and face stimuli.36 

In addition to the broadband results we report in detail, we find that theta power increases 

with perceived intensity. Given a growing animal literature establishing that interareal theta 

synchronization promotes learning about threats,37–39 examining the coherence in the theta 

range across iEEG electrodes in different brain regions during pain observation may in the 

future shed light on how humans learn about safety through others. 

Spatially, finally, we found that Hand intensity coding was enriched in the anterior dorsal 

insula, where we also found the largest proportion of locations encoding both Hand and Face 

intensity. This anterior bias was also observed in our BOLD signal for similar Hand stimuli. 

A recent meta-analysis identified that the most consistent BOLD activations when observing 

limbs in painful situations within the insula occur bilaterally around MNI coordinates y=13 

and z=10,4 which closely matches where we find the highest density of Hand intensity coding 

(Fig. 5a). Interestingly, locations with higher Hand intensity coding have increased 

connectivity at rest with extra-insular regions involved in processing two relevant stimulus 

dimensions. Connectivity was higher with cerebellar lobules VI, VII, and VIII, and with the 

inferior frontal gyrus, all of which are recruited by40–42 and necessary for42–44 perceiving the 

very kinematics of hand actions we find to be good predictors of BBP activity in the current 

study. Connectivity is also higher with the mid- and anterior cingulate cortex associated with 

pain witnessing in humans1,3,4 and that contain neurons with pain intensity coding in rats 

witnessing the pain of other rats.7 Somewhat surprisingly, we did not find a clear spatial 

clustering of Face intensity coding in our electrophysiological data. This contrasts with our 

BOLD data, where face intensity coding was stronger more anteriorly, and with meta-

analyses that show the left anterior insula to be reliably recruited by the observation of 

painful facial expressions.4 However, that we find fewer locations and less reliable spatial 

organization for Face than Hand intensity coding could help explain why both recent meta-

analyses of the fMRI literature show that, when comparing studies showing limbs in painful 

situations with those showing painful facial expressions, the insula is more reliably recruited 

by the sight of limbs.3,4 Indeed, that we find a macroscopic organization for the Hand, but not 

the Face, intensity coding is echoed at the mesoscale: microwires with cells with Hand 

intensity coding also tend to show Hand intensity coding in the BBP signal that is thought to 

pool the spiking of many neighbouring neurons, but the same is not true for the Face. In 

terms of lateralization, we find that our data is more likely if one assumes that both 

hemispheres have similar intensity coding, than if one hemisphere were dominant. This 

echoes the fact that during noxious stimulation on the right hand, both insulae show 

significant iEEG responses (although slightly stronger in the left insula)12 and that fMRI fails 

to find robust lateralization of responses to empathy for pain.3,4 
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